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Next Run No: 1833
Date: 14/9/15
Start: Meavy Car Park
On Down: Royal Oak, Meavy
Hares: Streaky
Thanks to the hares who told me it was perfect and that they were responsible for the
sunset.
A lot of swimming went on whether it was on purpose or not. Borat and yet to be named,
Matt Gough were clearly feeling too hot as they attempted to swim through any piece of
water they could find, whereas Knob Lass and Clever Dickie had the right idea by finishing
with a swim in an actual river.
You should be careful who you run with…Our illustrious GM found out after he was
describing a situation he encountered during the week
“as long as you blow and don‟t suck, you‟re alright!”
Apparently he was describing about how some potato salad got stuck down his horn and
it didn‟t quite sound right but he fixed it in the end when mould flew out of it. The horror
when he realised that I was scribing after he relayed his story, which brings me back to my
first point – be careful who you run with!
The saving of Minnie: a story of love, hardship and automobiles
So after most people had driven to the pub and the others had their knickers around their
ankles, Minnie was having problems starting her car. Dodo, Cheddar and Wun Hung Low
ran to help – yes! Cheddar ran to help push a car!!! Poor helpers though as they found out
after they had pushed, that it was covering a rather large puddle, I didn‟t find out if they
had already changed or not but it wouldn‟t be funny if they were still in their hash gear!
Well done to Chopper and Biff for completing the Peter Tavy Plod, smiles all round I
believe. An amazing achievement for Chopper to complete his first Ultra Marathon and
coming joint 3rd in the same week! Please be aware of him tonight, he‟ll be in the corner
asleep with his feet up.
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Many people have been commenting on Chopper‟s facial hair and asking whether he is
performing in costume dramas or intending on a chuckle brothers reunion tour… not sure
about that but let‟s keep his inspiration going

Nipple Deep has an outstanding idea for a committee position, inspired by Chopper and
his facial hair, “Hash „Tache”, keep reading next week to find out more…
Canon Fodder wanted to let us know that by the time we would be reading this he would
be in 35⁰ heat in sunny Florida. What a !*&*$!
No hash mag last week blame gets a bit confusing, it could be my notes, or I wasn‟t paying
attention or that it just didn‟t make much sense anyway. Original blame to Turd and Well
Laid for being in charge of such matters. Scuppa Sucker‟s excuse “I wasn‟t here” which is
true 2 weeks ago we were not where we were last week so he really wasn‟t there. It ended
up being Pimp‟s fault although I can‟t remember why but the down down was only water
anyway so did it really matter?!
Welcome to Uber who got named for working at the Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB), very
clever naming…
And lastly,
Don‟t tell the bride was a pirate theme this week, maybe some good ideas for Posh Frocks
next year, if you don‟t know what the programme is you‟re not missing much… ON ON!
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